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On 25 October 2013 the Competition College of the Belgian Competition 

Authority has cleared the creation of the “Mediahuis” by “Corelio NV” and 

“Concentra NV” ( decision in the case MEDE-C/C-13/0020). 

 

The Competition College decides that the clearance is subject to the following conditions: 

The notifying parties agree that all newspapers of the notifying parties should be maintained 

with a sufficient staff of journalists and/or correspondents and directed on content by their 

own board of editors. These boards should consist for each of the papers at least of fulltime 

persons working specifically for that paper for each of the following functions: 

- an editor in chief, 

- a commentator, 

- a chief responsible for final editing, 

- a political or regional editor, 

- a person responsible for the design of the paper. 

The notifying parties also agree to guarantee the distribution of “de Gazet van Antwerpen” 

for its readers and advertisers in the province of Antwerp, with a sufficient regional and local 

news coverage. 

The agreement is valid for 5 years. 
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For further information, please take contact with: 

Prof Dr Jacques Steenbergen 
President of the BCA 
Phone : +32 (2) 277 73 74 
E-mail: jacques.steenbergen@bma-abc.be  
Website: http://economie.fgov.be/en/entreprises/competition/  
 

The BCA ( composed of the Competition College and the President as the decision making body in formal procedures and the Investigation 
Service under the direction of the competition prosecutor general)  has as mission statement to promote and to safeguard the existence of 
an effective competition in Belgium. To this end she examines and may impose sanctions on restrictive practices (cartels, abuse of 
dominant position). Its examines also the admissibility of concentrations which might have a noticeable effect on the market. To this end 
the authority applies books IV and V  of the Code of Economic Law  as stipulated in the act of 3 April 2013 ( Belgian Official Gazette of 26 
April 2013) and competition rules of the European Union such as articles 101 and 102 of the  TFEU ( ex-articles 81 and 82 of the EC 
treaty).The authority takes part in the implementation of the European competition  policy. She works together with other competition 
authorities and is member of the European competition network(ECN), the European Competition Authorities ( ECA) and the International 
Competition Network. 
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